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. The meagre number of direct references to anointing in 
the New Testament may well hi(le from us the theology of 
anointing which underlies much early Christian thought. The 
verb xplw occurs only in 2 Cor. 1: 21 with reference to Chris
tians and in four places with reference to Christ, viz. Luke 
4: 18 ; Acts 4: 27, 10: 38 and He b. 1: 9 (quoting Ps. 45: 7). The 
noun xpla,_,a is found only in 1 John 2:20 and 27. This lack 
of direct reference is more than made up for by the lavish use 
of the title rJ Xpta-r6r;. We should bear in mind that while to 
the Jew this title would imm:ediately convey the meaning 
rJ 'Epx6t-£r=vor;, to the Gentile it would simply carry its literal 
sense~ One-who-is-Anointed. ID.struction would no doubt in
troduce further meanings, but that initial sense of anointing 
would remain prominent in their und~rstanding of the title and 
its associated terms. 

1. THE BAPTISM OF JESUS AS A MESSIANIC ANOINTING 

The baptism of rJ XpLaT6r; has been variously interpreted in 
recent years. This discussion is dir~ctly related to the knotty 
problem of the Messianic consciousness. While we should cer
tainly be hesitant in attempting to describe exa,ctly why Christ 
went to receive baptism from John and what inner experience 
he received at the time, there is sufficient evidence to at- ' 
tempt with c0nfidence to relate this event to the whole ministry 
of Christ. Without attempting to give details of conscious 
motive, we can fill in the kerygmatic meaning of that initial 
baptism. · 

Among recent British scholars, there seems to be a large 
measure of agreement that the Synoptic account is intended to 
indicate an ' anointing of Jesus with the Holy Spirit to the office 
and work of the Messianic Servant of the Lord • .1 C. K. Barretf2 
describes Christ's baptism as· the installation and inauguration 

1 A. Richardson, An Introduction to the Theology af the New Teyta
ment, p. 178. 

• C. K. Barrett, The Holy Spirit and the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 41-45. 
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of the ministry of Messiah. 3 G. Lampe claims that Christ was 
' designated the anointed Son whose mission . . . was to be 
worked out in terms of the Servant's task .. /" T. F. Torranc.e 
sees the Servant-Son 'clearly consecrated and anointed as the 
Christ . , .' 5 Torrance also calls the baptism an act of 'solidar
ity with sinners', as does Beasley-Murray.6 The consensus of 
opinion seems to be that the voice from heaven of Mark 1 : 11 
is to be regarded as a reference to the royal anointing of Psalm 
2: 9 and the ordination of the 'Ebhed Yahweh in Isaiah 42: 1. 7 

These quotations, however, should not be regarded in isolation 
as proof-texts, but as representing the total message of the Proph
ets and Psalms for the ministry of the anointed as understood 
by Jesus and his community. We should remember that at least 
among the Jewish converts of the early Church a brief quotation 
would probably be intended as including the whole passage or 
even book in question. So the quotations here in Mark 1: 11 
focus attention upon the pattern of ministry entailed in the 
Messianic anointing. It is the contention throughout this paper 
that this anointing of Christ must primarily be understood as 
entailing mission and ministry. . 

Beasley-Murray warns against reading into this initial an
ointing a developed understanding of the ministry as the way of 
suffering, death and resurrection. 8 

' It is not for us immediately 
to tum to the conclusion of the Gospel to see whither this soli
darity with sinners would lead him.' ' The baptism of Jesus 
was directed to the total eschatological action assigned to the 
Messiah ; there are insufficient grounds for supposing that Jesus 
marked out from that total action a death and resurrection . . . 
and that he anticipated by his baptism a dying and rising as a 
means of entering the kingdom. If the baptism initiated a new 
creation, its goal must be its completion in the final kingdom. 
Nothing less than that was the aim of the Messianic consecration 
at the Jordan.' This emphasis on the total eschatological out
look o Cln:ist is a rejection of the view of Cullmann, also 
followed by Lampe, that in his baptism Christ consciously enters 
into his sin-bearing role as the 'Ebhed Yahweh. Perhaps Cull
mann does exaggerate this one aspect of the meaning of the 
Messianic anointing, for he then finds it necessary to say that 
' Christ at his baptism is not yet proclaimed King but only the 

a Cf. Flemington, The New Testament Doctrine of Baptism, pp. 
25--33. Also G. R. Beasely-Murray, Baptism in the New Testament, 
pp. 45-86. 

• G. H. Lampe, The Seal of the Spirit, p. 38. Cf. L. Thornton, The 
Common LJ,fe in the Body of Christ, p. 141. 

aT. F. Torrance, Conflict and Agreement in the Church, Vol. II, 
pp. 106--25. 

• Op. cit., p. 60. Cf. Vincent Taylor, The Life and Ministry of 
Jesus, p. 50. • . 

1 But cp., E. L. Wenger, 'The Words at }esi.IS' Baptism)', in The 
Indian Journal of Theology, Vol. 15, pp. 57-59. 

• Op. cit., pp. 6().:...63. . · 
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Servant of Cod. His Lordship appears later, after his resurrec
tion . . . Jesus is baptized in view of his death, which effects 
forgiveness of sins for all men •. 9 

While Cullmann is right to see in Christ's baptism an initia
tion into a ministry of self-giving and suffering for all others, 
and in that sense an anticipation of his death, Beasley-Murray is 
correct in denying the existence at that initial anointing of a 
fully detailed soteriological programme. As Torrance has 
pointed out, 10 ' Baptism has essential reference to 'the whole 
incamational event: to the coming of the Son of Cod in our 
mortal humanity, to his whole life of obedient self-oblation, and 
to his ascension . . . Baptism is grounded in the Incarnation in 
which the eternal Son immersed himself in our mortal human 
life .. .' 11 

In one sense Beasley-Murray rightly emphasizes the Mes
sianic inclusiveness of the anointing, the acceptance primarily 
of the way of obedience to whatever was the will of Cod, and of 
a mission of solidarity with his fellows. From this point of 
view we would criticize Vincent Taylor and others who hold 
that 'the essence of his baptismal experience is the authentica
tion of his filial consciousness '.12 C. S. Duncan goes so far as 
to say that 'Jesus sees clearly at his baptism, not that he is 
called to act as Cod's Messiah, but that he is so linked in spirit 
with the Father that the Father acknowledges him to be his 
Son. This emphasis on " character" rather than on " mission: ,. is 
further brought out by the words that follow '.13 It is the view
point of this paper that almost the opposite is the case, viz. 
that the Messiah receives his anointing to a particular pattern 
of self-giving ministry. Surely the combined evidence of Mark 
1 : 11, Matt. 3 : 15 and John 1: 29 is sufficient to indicate. at least 
that this was the understanding of the early Church, and that 
considerable content was given to this ministry. Beasley-Mur
ray's description of this as 'the total Messianic task' is true, but 
inadequate. CUllmann's claim that this 'points forward to the 
end, to the climax of the Cross ' is also true, but over-simplified. 
Both, however, give a proper emphasis to the nature of the 
anointing as a task to be accomplished rather than a status 
either conferred or confirmed. . 

The difference of outlook between these two scholars is 
most clearly seen in their respective interpretations of Mark 
10: 38 .and Luke 12: 50. Beasley-Murray contends that the 
suffering and death, which Christ has come to realize lie ahead, 

'0. Cullmann, Baptism in the New Testament, pp. 18-19. 
10 Op. cit., p: 117. 
11 Cf. also Lampe, op. cit., p. 43, commenting on Mark's unusual use 

of &.vafJalvw to describe Christ coming out of the water, though Mark links 
the Ka-r.i~aat; to the descent of the Spirit 

" Op. cit., p. 51. 
18 G. S. Duncan, Jesus, Son of Man, p. 116. 
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are indicated in a figurative sense just as-so he claims-the 
'Cup' and the 'Fire' carry a purely figurative meaning.14 He 
feels there is no basis here for thinking that Jesus looked back to 
his baptism in Jordan as an anointing received proleptically in 
anticipation of a baptism of suffering and death yet to be under· 
gone. We must again recognize that there is some justifica
tion for this contention. The full implications of that initiation 
into the ministry were grasped and given expression in acts of 
selfless love, only in his life of continuing obedience. But the 
USe here of the technical {3a7T7!Up.a pointS fairly COnclusively 
to a conviction, at least in the mind of the early .Church, that the 
baptism prefigures and symbolizes a ministering life of unlimited 
self-offering for others. It could be argued that jt is the techni
cal f3a1mup.a in Luke 12: 50 that governs the meaning of the 
wholly metaphorical 'fire' in 12: 49. Thus 'I have come to 
set fire to the earth, and how I wish it were already kindled' 
undoubtedly has an eschatological reference, as Beasley-Murray 
arguesY But if f3&.1mup.a in the parallel in v. 50 governs the 
meaning of ' fire ' here in v. 49, then should not both sayings be 
thought of primarily as referring ~oth back to the initial baptism 
with the Spirit and forward to the final accomplishment of this 
proleptic anointing ? There is considerable evidence that the 
accomplishment was the inclusion of others in the anointirig. 
' I have come to set fire upon the earth ' could well mean ' I 
have to initiate others into the Spirit-anointing I myself have 
received ' for fire is not only a symbol of destruction. It is cer
tain that the desire to create a community of the anointed seem~ 
to have caused Jesus unusual agitation at certain times (e.g. 
Mark 8 : 15-21, taken along with the particular miracles and the 
strange agitation of Jesus in the whole chapter). The agitation 
of Gethsemani jn the context of Jesus' desire that his disCiples 
share the hour with him seems to have a similar cause. We can 
note the reference here also as in Mark 10:38 to the 'Cup'. To 
the Jew this was a natural symbol ·of sharing as well as of joy 
on the one hand and disaster on the other. Is it possible that 
Jesus' original intention in Mark 14:36 was 'Father, all things 
are possible to thee ; give these others to share with me in this 
cup ' ? This would then be an exact parallel to Mark 10: 39, 
where also we should note the context of Jesus' agitation on the 
Jerusalem road (10: 3.2-34) and the concern of Jesus that his 
disciples should take up their cross and go along with him. . 

I have now introduced three new themes which we need to 
consider in more detail: Baptism as an anointing with the 
Spirit; the relation of this to the Servant ministry; and the con-
cern of Christ for others to share in his anointing. -

" Op. cit., pp. 54-55. 
'"Cf. also C. K. Barrett, op. cit., PJ;>· 124-125. 'Wind (pneuma ?) 

and fire are the instruments of judgement. 
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2. CmusT's BAPTISM AS AN ANoiNTING wrm nm SPmrr 

In Acts 10: 38, 'ail authentic early tradition', 16 Luke tells 
us that God anointed Jesus with the Holy Spirit and . power, 
and it is clear that the baptism is intended as the context of 
this anointing. In the Old Testament we find that although 
endowment with the SJ?irit in a number of passages is linked 
directly with anointing (e.g. 1 Sam. 10: 1-13, 16:13-14; 1 Kings 
19: 16-21 ; and especially Isa. 61 : 1), nowhere is it said to be 
.anointing with the Spirit. The intertestamental Messianic writ
ings also emphasize that the Anointed will be endued with 
unique power and wisdom as a result of possessing the Spirit 
(especially 1 Enoch 49:3; Test. of Levi 18:2-14; Test. of Judah 
24 : 2 f. ; cf. Barrett, op. cit., 42-44). As Barrett says, 'The work 
of the Spirit is to call into being part of the New Creation of the 
Messianic days, namely, to inaugurate the ministry of the 
Messiah.'17 

John the Baptizer is reported in Mark 1:8 as predicting 
that the distinctiveness of the Mighty One who is coming after 
him would be the baptism with the Holy Spirit which he woUld 
administer. In the Q tradition (Matt. 3: 11 ; Luke 3: 16) ' and 
with fire ' is also predicted of his baptism. Some commentators 
hold that John's original prediction was simply of the Messiah's · 
judgement with fire, but that in the light of later developments 
in the Church ' and with the Holy Spirit' became added, this 
latter alone remaining in Mark's tradition. Vincent Taylor 
seems to favour this suggestion, 18 while Barrett19 favours an 
original reading of 7TVet1p.an Kal ivpl, meaning, 'He will baptize 
you with wind and fire'. However, this does not materially 
affect the Church's understanding of the kind of baptism Jesus 
himself received. 

The close association in Acts 10 : 38 of the 'virtually 
synonymous terms '20 llvefJJUL, 'Aylov and Mvap.t~ with the initial 
baptism is further evidence that it is to be regarded as the event 
inaugurating the dynamic, demanding mission of the Messiah. 
This anointing with the Holy Spirit thrusts Jesus immediately 
into a life of ministering to others by which the Reign of God 
is manifest .among men. There is an important connection 
throughout the New Testament between 8ovap.t~, ~eovala, 7TVEfJp.a 
&.ylov and $aat).etJ~. Barrett21 has an interesting discussion of 
the meaning of 8vvap.t~ and its relation to ~'ovala. 8ovap.ts 
describes the mighty activity of God in the deeds of Christ. ' It 
has a sense close to ~vlpyeta' ( cf. Eph. 1 : 19 f.) ; that is, it is not 
merely the power of God, but the power of God in action-

'" Lampe, op. cit., p. 34. 
" C. K. Barrett, op. cit., p. 45. 
11 V. Taylor, Gospel according to St. Mark, p. 157. 
'" Op. cit., p. 126. 
•• Cf. A. Richardson, op. cit., pp. 103 f . 
., Op. cit., pp. 78-82. 
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force doing work . . . e~ovala corresponds to potential energy ; 
it is the divine authority which may at any moment become 
manifest as 8vva1-us . . . But, there are cases in which e~ovala is 
used in substantially the same sense as Svvap.Ls. (1bis is especi· 
ally so in Luke ; cf. Luke 4: 36 and Mark 1 : 27 ; Luke 9: 1 and 
Mark 6 : 7). Barrett goes on to suggest that in his· answer to the 
question, 'By what authority are you doing these things ? ' 
(Mark 11: 28), Jesus' reference to the authority of John the Bap
tist perhaps indicates that 'it came to him at his baptism by 
John'. But a significant po~t to notice in this answer js that 
Jesus refuses to point to any definite, outward, basis of authority 
for his works of ministry. It is as if he says, ' If you cannot re
cognize a divine authority in the dynamic ministry inaugurated by 
the baptism of John, then it is useless for me to point beyond' 
(cf. Mark 8: 12; Matt. 16: 1-4; also Luke 11:20 and Matt. 
12: 28); even if Luke's 'by the :Bnger of God' is the earlier 
form2 (and a good case can be made out for Matthew's 'by the 
Spirit of God '), the association of the dynamic activity of God, 
present among men by the ministry of Christ, and the mani
festation of the kingdom remains unaltered. This in tum is 
directly related to the anointing with the Holy Spirit. 

3. ANoiNTING WITH THE SPIRIT AND THE SERvANT MINISTRY 

· The Old Testament prefigures or, if typological motifs are 
rejected, describes a threefold anointing as Pr9phet, Priest and 
King. In the passages already referred to it will have been seen 
that it is primarily the prophetic office that requires a special 
endowment with the Spirit. We can see, however, that there 
was no sharp delineation of these three ministries. In David, 
the ideal king, we find that his anointing enabled him to exercise 
a prophetic and priestly ministry. Before him, Moses the 
Shepherd-Ruler also acted as Priest and Prophet, and although 
there is no mention of a special moment of endowment with 
the Spirit, such passages as Num. 11:17 f. indicate quite clear
ly that Moses was reckoned not only as possessing the divine 
Spirit in a unique degree, but also as being a mediator who 
enabled others to prophesy. (Note that the context here is of 
Moses feeding the hungry.:) _Perhaps the effective power . ~f 
the Word of the Lord (diibar) takes the place of the Spmt 
(roach) in the prophetic-priestly Ininistry exercised by this 
archetypal Servant of the Lord. 28 

' The term diibiir has a dual 
significance. On the one hand it refers to the hinterground of 
meaning, the inner reality of the Word, but on the other hand 
it refers to the dynamic event in which that inner rea}jty be
comes manifest . . . it looks as if the whole Tabernacle were 
constructed around the significance of diibar: 

" So Barrett, op. cit.,. pp. 62-63. 
"Cf. T. F. Torrance, Royal Priesthood, pp. 1-7, for a fine account of 

the significance of dahlir in the cult of the Tabernacle. 
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. In what sense did Christ's anointing initil}te him into 
this threefold office and ministry ? Historically Eusebius of 
Caesarea first clearly developed this idea, but it was in Reforma
tion theology that it became a central concept. Each stage in 
Christ's ministry seems to give more particular expression to 
one or other aspect of this threefold role. In the pre-Passion 
state there is a prophetic emphasis. 24 In the Passion we see a 
priestly emphasis, and· in the post-Resurrection stage an 
emphasis on Christ as King. (Torrance suggests that the words 
of Christ reveal his prophetic and the acts of Christ his priestly 
significance.) But it is lietter to recognize at every point of his 
ministry not one but various aspects of the threefold task to 
which he was anointed.25 In this sense we cannot agree with 
Cullmann that the initial anointing is only as Servant, and that 
the final baptism in death alone established him as the Messiah. 
This unnecessarily limits the meaning of Messiah as re
interpreted in Christ's total ministry. Torrance suggests· that 
only as Se:rVant could Christ hold together inclusively and fulfil 
the threefold o:ffice26 

' ••• the title of Christ brings together and 
contains the fullness of the ancient ministries which Jesus 
enhances and fulfils'. We are now anticipating a later sec
tion, but Torrance27 relates this idea splendidly to the ministry 
of the Church. He concludes: 'Only as (the Church) learns 
to let the mind of Christ be in its mind, and is inwardly and 
outwardly shaped by his servant-obedience unto the death of 
the Cross, can it participate in his prophetic, priestly and king
ly ministry. It is in utter self-humiliation in Klvwuts, in 
Tam:lvwats, that the Church can follow in the steps of the Son 
of Man . . . It is indeed in terms of the Suffering Servant-minis
try that we are to see the basic unity in the Church's prophetic, 
priestly and kingly functions.' Here again, we see the signi
ficance of the baptism not so much in either the conferring or 
the confirming of a status, but the humble acceptance of the 
task of ministry. Christ never openly declares himself to be the 
Messiah, either as Prophet, Priest or King. He even tried to 
avoid the kind of open recognition some felt was due to him, 
and used of himself the obscure title 'Son of Mail', especially in 
connection with the impending humiliation and glorification, the 
climax of his life of self-offering for others. There is no need 
at this point to make reference to the vast amount of literature 
on this subject. It appears most reasOnable to hold that the 
New Testament regards the name 'Son of Man' as indicating, 

"Cf. C. H. Dodd, 'Jesus as Teacher and Prophet', in Mysterium 
Christi, edited by Bell and Deissmann. 

•• Cf. A. Richardson, op. cit, p. 178. 
" Royal Priesthood, pp. 8-9. Cf. Vocabulary of the Bible, edited by 

J. J. von AIII!lenn, p. 21, article on 'Anointing' by D. Lys. 
" Op. cit., p. 87. 
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to those who are prepared to recognize it, the Messianic minis
try as exercised by the Servant of God. 28 

We see this Servant-pattern of ministry if we tum again 
to the Caesarean sermon of Peter in Acts 10: 34-43. In a sum
mary of the early kerygma it is said that the anointing of Christ 
with Holy Spirit was to do good, to heal all the o_ppressed, to 
hang on a tree, to be raised, to appear, to eat and drink with 
his disciples, to appoint witnesses and to offer forgiveness of 
sins. There is much in common here with the passage in 
1 Peter 2:21-25 where the pattern of Servant-ministry depicted 
in Isa. 53 is more clearly in_dicated. 29 Perhaps we can note 
here that intrinsic in these passages is the thought that the 
Servant-ministry finds its fulfilment when the anointed com-

. munity share with Christ in it. It is to suffer according to his 
i11roypa.JLJL6~ that we have received a «i\fia'~ (1 Peter 2: 21). 
The death and resurrection seem to be regarded as the climax 
of the ministry, at least to some extent, because through this 
event Christ was able to include others of the Messianic com
munity to share with him in the divine acts for the salvation of 
the world. Christ's last act in the Upper Room was a dramatic 
sign of this fact. The reference here in Acts 10: 41 to eating 
and drinking with the risen Lord (perhaps also carrying a 
Eucharistic intention) is probably included not merely to estab
lish the historical truth of the resurrection, but to indicate the 
authoritative basis of the apostolic sharing in the Messianic 
ministry. We also note that it is through the apostolic sharing 
in this ministry and witness to the kerygma that others are also 
able to receive the same baptismal anointing. In the case of 
these first-fruit Gentiles, while the kerygma is still being pro-
claimed, direct anointing with the Spirit takes place. · 

The view held here that anointing with the Spirit is to be 
regarded as initiation to a ministry of obedient self-offering is 
further confirmed, though indirectly, by the meagre number of 
references to the Spirit in the ministry of Christ. 'Barrett has 
made an exhaustive study of this very point and concludes that 
the Spirit is essentially an eschatological hope in the thought 
of Jesus. Mark 9: 1 is regarded as a key text, interpreted to 
mean that the Kingdom of God had not yet come in the power 
of the Spirit, but is still hidden. Although Christ himself had 
been endowed with this Spirit proleptically, standing in an 
authentic prophetic tradition he tries to divert attention from 
the 'pneumatic', 'spiritual', or 'inspirational' element in his 
ministry. ' Direct emphasis upon the Spirit had to be avoided 
also because Jesus was keeping his Messiahship secret . . . 
Lack of glory and a cup of suffering were his Messianic voca-

. tion, and part of his poverty was the absence of all the signs 

•• Cf. C. H. Dodd According to the Scriptul'es, pp. 92 f. R. H. 
Fuller, The Mission and Achievement of Jesus, pp. 58-58. 

"Cf. J. Jeremias, Servant of God, pp. 91-92. 
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of the Spirit of God. They would have been inconsistent with 
the office of a humiliated Messiah. The temptation narrative 
stands as a turning-point in the GosJ?l:l story .. : The kingdom, 
'too, like Jesus the Messiah, was hidden, and under constraint. 
Therefore $e Spirit was the possession of Jesus, as Messiah, 
alone, and in him it.. was veiled . . . The general gift of the 
Sfirit belongs to the time of the vindication and maD:ifestation 
o the Messiah and of the Messianic kingdom '.30 

Perhaps Barrett gives too much emphasis to a futuristic 
,eschatology in discussing the place of the Spirit in Christ's 
ministry. Although he mentions approvingly the point briefly 
made by Newton Flew31 that the mystery of the Spirit is close
ly connected with the mystery of the Servant-Messiah, he merely 
criticizes one aspect of it and then ignores jt. But just as a 
proper understanding of the meaning of the anointing must 
await the final baptism of death, so the significance of the 
Spirit's activity can only be grasped after the final act. 
' Calvary was the only gat~way to Pentecost: 32 

Perhaps we can go further and say that the anointing 
with Spirit is intrinsically an anointing to sacrifice. The descent 
of the Spirit upon Christ in the form of a dove at the time of 
the baptism has been given various interpretations. I find it 
strange that as far as I am aware no one has suggested the 
possibility of the dove being used as a symbol parallel to the 
Lamb in St. Joluis Gospel, i.e. indicating that this was an 
anointing by the Holy Spirit to a life of innocent, humble self
oblation for the sake of others. It was as Jesus was coming up 
out of the water (in Hebrew 'olah means both ascent and obla
tion, referring to the priestly ascent to the place of sacrifice)33 

that the anointing with Spirit took place. 

4. BAPTISM AND CmusMATION 

I have been assuming so' far that the baptism with water 
that Christ underwent is to be regarded as his anointing, his 
chrism, which is at the same time to be regarded as anointing 
with the Spirit. Dom Gregory Dix34 maintains that Patristic 
doctrine and practice of the late second century show us quite 
clearly that although the term ' Baptism • is to be given to the 
rite of initiation as a whole, we should distinguish quite definite
ly between ' the washing of regeneration and renewal in the 
Holy Spirit ' (Titus 3 : 5), the former being the immersion in 
water and the latter the anointing and seiling with oil. Dix 
argues that this truly Apostolic Paradosis is also reflected in the 

•• Op. cit., p_p. 158 f. 
11 Newton Flew, Jesus and His Church, p. 51. 
•• Ibfd. 
•• Cf. T. F. Torrance, RO!{al Priesthood, p. 17. 
" The Theology of Confi1'mlltfon in relation to Baptism, p. 

passim. 

to 

30 and 
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Biblical evidence, though we should not expect to find there . a 
detailed account of the rite. Even in Christ's baptism, Dix 
maintains that we are intended to see a distinction between 
water-baptism and Spirit-baptism. Lionel Thornton35 has also 
argued that it is the confirmation following after water-baptism 
which is essential to the reception of the indwelling Spirit, 
though he differs from Dix in making the laying on of hands 
the rite by which the Holy Spirit is bestowed. While Dix does 
not attach great importance to the evidence of Acts for our 
knowledge of primitive practice regarding baptism, Thornton 
makes much of it It is impossible, and in view of Lampe's 
fine study of the whole question in The Seal of the Spirit, un
necessary here to go into this in any detail. Lampe contends 
that the sealing referred to in 2 Cor. 1:21-22, Eph. 1: 13-14 
and 4: 30 does not refer to a ceremony of chrismation either 
separate from or included in the rite of baptism, but refers to 
the reception of, or anointing with, the Spirit in water-baptism 
itself. It is ' the inward experience of which baptism is the 
effective symbol . . . They have received the inward stamp of 
God's possession, the sign and mark that they are His people. 
This stamp is the presence and activity of the indwelling Spirit 
of God '.36 Thus Lampe argues that the sealing (arfopayl,w) in 
2 Cor. 1:22, Eph. 1: 13-14 and 4:30, and the anointing (xplw) 
in 2 Cor. 1 : 21, 1 John 2 : 20 and 27 refer to and are derived 
from. one and the same event, viz. ' the baptism which the 
Church derived in its earliest days from John and which had 
been transformed in its significance .by the baptism, death and 
resurrection of Jesus '.37 

. 

I confess to having some reservation about accepting this 
view. Discussing the question of the actual emergence of the 
ceremony of chrismation as a sign of sharing in the Messianic 
unction of Jesus, Lampe himself says later, 'An outward act of 
anointing would be a piece of .natural symbolism by which to 
convey to the newly baptized the truth that they had become· 
xp,a-rol in the Christ and had been made, in him, a " royal 
priesthood", and the ordinary use of oil in washing would lend 
itself readily to a symbolical interpretation in connection with 
the bath of baptism ; there is no evidence that this act was in 
fact carried out in New Testament times . . . It is conceivable 
that liturgical practice was more fully developed than our docu
ments suggest . . . No such rite would in any case be regarded 
in the primitive Church as conveying the bestowal of the Spirit, 
which is but one asp,ect of the baptism into Christ whose out
ward sign was water and not oil.'38 Lampe goes ·on to suggest, 
rather unconvincingly perhaps, that Hippolytus reflects the 
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•• G. H. Lampe, op. cit., pp. 5-6 . 
., Ibid., p. 7 . 
•• Ibld., pp. 81 f. 
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influence of Gnostic practices in the Western Church when he 
gives so much importance to anointing with oil in his . ceremony 
of initiation.39 

· It seems clear that John himself did not anoint Jesus with 
oil at the time of the baptism, but considerable importance 
seems to be given in the Marean, Lucan and Johannine tradi
tions to the anointing of Jesus with oil in anticipation of his 
burial (Mark 14:3-9; Luke 7:36-50; John 12: 1-8). It is only 
in Mark that Jesus is anointed on the head (though it is not 

. x.plw but Ka:ra.x.Jw and p.vpl'w that are used of the act), and this 
wouia seem to signify proleptic (TTpo>.o.p.{J&.vw) recognition as 
Messiah. In John the story is placed immediately before the 
triumphal entry, and a post-Passion anointing (a>..ef4w) of the 
body is also added, so that although Mary anoints the feet of 
Jesus here, J obn' s interest ' lies . . . in the anointing as a means 
of expressing the royal dignity of Jesus in preparatio~ for his 
triumphal entry . . . It is as anointed king that Jesus rides into 
Jerusalem, and as anointed king that he dies '.40 Does this 
possibly reflect a feeling in the early Church that something 
further needed to be added to the baptismal anointing to make 
it a fully Messianic anointing ? CulliDann holds that the sym
bolism of water-baptism seemed inadequate to express the 
pouring out (EIC')(.Jw) of the Spirit, and so chrismation also 
developed later. . 

· On the other hand, is it possible that the lack of the use of 
holy oil in the initial (baptismal) anointing of the Servant-Mes
siah deliberately indicates the intrinsic nature of that anointing ? 
In other words, the emphasis is not on the bestowal of a royal 
office, but on the task of engaging in the work of the Son of 
Man, a ministry which is totally self-effacing and status-deny
ing. Submission to a rite of descent into and ascent from 'the 
deep' is the more a_ppropriate expression of this kind of anoint
ing. St. Mark vividly depicts the contrast between the baptism, 
with the dove-like Spirit resting upon him, and the same Spirit 
thrusting (EK{ldMe') him out into the desert to struggle with Satan 
over the method of Messianic ministry to be employed. Perhaps 
Mark intends to indicate that anointing with the Holy Spirit 
does not give opportunity for calm reflection upon the various 
paths open to Christ by virtue of his new status. Rather it 
entails the immediate, pressing urgency of engaging in obedient 
service, to ful1il in self-effacing action the demands of the anoint
ing. Could not Luke 12: 50 be fai~rmfterpreted, ' I have 
received an anointing which must be ed, and how I am 
constrained until it is accomplished ' ? 

St. Luke makes this understanding of the baptism and 
temptation more obvious than the other Evangelists by includ
ing almost immediately the Nazareth sermon ( 4 : 16-30). Here 

•• G. H. Lampe, op. cit., pp. 120-32. · 
•• C. K. Barrett, Gogpel Accordlng to St. John, p. 341. 
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Christ quotes Isa. 61 : 1 f., claiming that the anointing and 
endowment with the Spirit are his, for he is about to fulfil the 
task of announcing good news to the poor, of accomplishing 
release for prisoners, sight for the blind and liberty for the op
pressed, for now is the acceptable time. The recent emphasis 
on the coming of the Spirit as an eschatological event can be 
seen as confirmation of this view of Christ's anointing, though 
some seem to use the idea with an entirely opposite intention. 
The life of the eschaton, the foretaste of heaven, forces the 
anointed into tbe world, there to manifest the pattern of divine 
service fitting to the New Age of God. To be 'sealed to the 
day of redemption' (Eph. 4: 30) is not simply to be protected 
against the evils of the present age, but, as St. Paul goes on to 
say, is a responsibility to ' be kind to one another, tenderhearted, 
forgiving one another, as God in Christ forgave you' (4: 32). It 
is to ' waJ.k in love, as Christ loved us and gave himself for us, 
a fragrant offering and sacrifice to God' (5 : 2). 

So then, tbe Messianic anointing and sealing refers pri
marily to the inward reception of the Messianic Spirit, and its 
outward expression in self-effacing ministry of the Servant. 
Such an anointing should never become the occasion for boast
ing in outward show. (Note Paul's argument in Galatians and 
elsewhere that it is the seal of the Spirit and not the seal of 
circumcision that is of any value. We must glory in the Cross, 
not in the flesh.) But as the New Testament evidence is not 
entirely conclusive regarding the manner of this chrismation in 
the early Christian community, the question still remains, does 
the use of oil in the ceremony of initiation give added signi
ficance to this anointing ? Or, does it detract from the essential 
meaning of the anointing, adding further complications which 
confuse the issue ? Perhaps if such baptismal chrismation is 
accompanied by consignation, the truth that such chrismation is 
with a view to conformation to the Cross-ministry of the Servant 
Messiah is more likely to be recognized. The further question 
of laying on of. hands will be touched on in the last section of 
this paper.41 

5. PARTICIPATION IN THE MINISTRY OF THE ANOINTED 

Despite the objections expresseq most carefully by Beasley
Murray,42 I feel that the position maintained by Cullmann, 
Flemington, Lampe, Torrance and others stands quite convin
cingly in its main intention. ' The baptism of the individual 
is ... an initiation into and sharing in the One baptism common 
to Christ and His Church: 43 In 2 Cor. 1:21-22, Eph. 1: 13 and 

•
1 G. H. Lampe, op. cit., pp. 221-22 and 321-22, regards this as the 

most appropriate symboL to follow after baptism. 
•• Op. cit., pp. 49 f., 62-64. . 
.. T. F. Torrance, op. cit., p. 115. 
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4 : 30 Sf Paul ' is reminding his readers that by their incorpora
tion into the Body of Christ, effected through baptism into him, 
they have become partakers in the effect of his own baptism .. : 44 

The SUJ?reme importance of the phrase Jv -rip XptaTlp (and related 
phr,a~es) in the Apostolic writings ne~ds _no emphas~g .. To 
be m Christ' is to share through baptism m all that this anomt
ing entailed for Christ himself. · This Kowwvla in the anointed 
Body of Christ is to be given effective expression among the 
members of the Body by mutual acts of self-effacing ministry, 
made possible by the Kowwvla of the Spirit. The early Fathers 
were quite right to call the baptized ' xpuJTol '. To share in 
Christ at all is to share his xplap.a, his TTVrup.a, his 8vvap.'~ and 
so his 8~Kovla.. 45 

The thought has already been put forward that such say
ings as Mark 10:39, Luke 12:51 and Mark 14:36, etc. (c£. also 
Matt. 3: 15), suggest that Jesus regarded his own baptismal 
anointing as requiring the anointing of the Messianic com
munity as part of its fulfilment. I feel that we need to be 
extremely cautious as to just how we refer to Christ's baptism 
as an ' accomplished work ' which already includes all other 
baptisms within it. Surely Cullmann overstates the case when 
he says, ' It belongs to the essence of this general baptism 
effected by Jesus that it is offered in entire independence of 
the decision of faith and understanding of those who benefit 
from it.' 46 When Christ speaks so agitatedly of his desire to 
see the baptism accomplished (Luke 12: 50), is he not in some 
sense indicating his concern to see his people sharing with him 
in this anointing ? ' With the baptism with which I am 
baptized you will be baptized ' (Mark 10: 39). The gathering 
and sending into the world of an anointed community is an 
essential part of the fulfilment and accomplishment of his 
Messianic task. The same thought is seen in. John 13, where 
Christ sets a pattern of Servant-ministry that all are to share in. 
' H I your Lord and Teacher have washed your feet, you also 
ought to wash one another's feet. For I have given you an 
example (~w68~:t,p.a.) that you also should do as I have done to 
you' (14-15). Here Christ clearly calls his Church to share 
with himse11 in the Servant-form of ministry in the world, and 
indicates that the way to this participation is through the water 
of baptism (vv. 8-10). 

By using the term wap&.K>.7J-ro~ for the Spirit in the discourse 
following this event, John reminds us of the coming and . con
solation (7rap&.K>.7Jat~} of the Anointed for which Israel hoped. 

· ,. G. H. Lampe, op. cit., p. 6. 
•• Cf. A. Richardson, op. cit., pp. 250 f., also pp. 136-41, where he 

examines sympathetically and modifies T. W. Manson's suggestion that 
the ' Son of Man ' primarily indicates a corporate personality. 

•• Op. cit., p. 20, all in italics. Cf. also Torrance, op. cit., pp. 123-24, 
especially, ' Baptism is a sharing in a finished work to which we cannot add 
one iota of our own .• .' 
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The eschatological emphasis jn this passage (e.g. 16: 8-11) con
firms this connection. We also see in Luke 2: 25 that Simeon 
who was looking for the ?To.p&.K>.."1a's was endued with the Holy 
Spirit. It is the posseSsion of Holy Spirit alone that is the true 
anointin~ in baptism, and makes it a true sharing in Christ's 
anointing, initiating the Christian as a O'VIIKowwv&s, avvp.JToxos, 
avvepy&s, GIJVK)..'J]pOVOp.os, cnJp.p.op,Pos and avp.,Pv-ros with Christ, all 
of which indicate ministry in the world together with him 
(1 Cor. 9:23; Phil. 1:7, 3:10; 1 Cor. 3!9; 2 Cor. 6:1, 8:23; 
1 Thess. 3: 2 ; Eph. 3: 6 ; Col. 4: 11, etc.). 

It is St. Paul who most clearly indicates the direct relation 
between the Spirit and ministry, and so between anointing 
and ministry. In several key passages (e.g. Rom. 12: 3-13 ; 
1 Cor. 12:4-13, 27-31, 14:12 and Eph. 4:1-16) he describes the 
ministry as essentially charismatic. ' There are varieties of 
xap,ap.&.-ra but the same [Jvevp.a, varieties of fha~t.ovlo. but the 
same Kvp,os, varieties of iveP'Y"lp.rho. but the same 8e6s. To each 
is given the manifestation of f:lle Spirit for the common good' 
(11p~s -r~ avp.,Plpov). The passages in 1 Cor. all emphasize that 
all manifestation of the Spirit is for olKo8op.7]. The same 
thought is in Eph. 4: 2 f. : '. . . forbearing one another in love 
(we should be) eager to maintain the unity of the Spirit in the 
bond of peace . . . Grace was given to each of us according to 
the measure of Christ's gift ... for the equipment of the saints 
(,) for the work of 8~H.ovla, for building up the Body of Christ, 
until we all attain . . . to mature manhood.' In this passage we 
see that the ministry of the anointed community in the world 
is related to the total Ka-r&.fJaals and d.v&.fJaa's which was Christ's 
sharing of our humanity;117 

. 

We find throughout these J>assages concerning the Chris
tian· ministry that it is essentially the use of the gifts of the 
Spirit, with which each is anointed, solely for the weHare of 
others. This is the Servant-form of ministry to which the 
Church is to conform (cf. Phil. 2: 1-13). Because of the pastoral 
context in which St. Paul was so urgently involved the need 
for this ministry to build up the Christian community, the need 
for mutual love and coneem within the Body of Christ, is em
phasized. · But the wider and perhaps more important implica
tions of this same concept of the ministry of the anointed 
Servant-people is that they are to be a people for others, just as 
Christ himseH was anointed to such a ministry. Paul describes 
his own ministry as a bearing about (through the seal of 
Baptism ?) of the death and resurrection life of Christ (2 Cor. 
4 : 10-12 ; cf. Phil. 3 : 10), and it is all 'for your sake ' ( 4 : 15 
8l ~,.,.as, 5: 13 ~p.'iv; Col. 1:25 els ~p.6.s). The basis of this 
life-for-others is that Paul lives for him who for our sake died 
and was raised to life (2 Cor. 5: 15). It is for the sake of this 

., T. F. Torrance, Royal Priesthood, p. 39. 
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Jesus that we can call ourselves the servants of others ( 4: 5). 
The derived and dependent nature of the Church's ministry is 
made very clear. 

In all this there is no basis for limiting this ministry-for
others to the Christian community. (I feel this to be the 
great weakness of so much of the brilliant discussion of the 
Priesthood of Christ in the Church by Torrance ; cf. Royal 
Priesthood.) The Ephesian letter seems to set the ministry 
against this wider background by, e.g., directing it at 'mature 
manhood, measured by nothing less than the full stature of 
Christ' (Eph. 4: 11). 

6. THE BAPTISMAL MINISTRY AND ORDINATION 

It is the use in Telugu of the Sanskrit word, abhishekam, for 
ordination, that first prompted me to make this study, for 
abhishekam is the same word that is used to translate chrism 
in the New Testament. What is the relationship between the 
abhishekam of baptismal anointing and the abhishekam of 
ordination? It is interesting to find that Dix regards the lay
ing on of hands in Acts in the rite of initiation as effecting the 
ordination of Christians as prophets;48 Lampe49 believes that 
it is correct to see an ordination in the laying on of hands in 
Acts, but that it ' is a sign of association in the apostolic or 
missionary task of the Church '.110 He concludes that it has 
'little or no direct connection with the use of the same sign in 
confirmation today, nor has it anything to do with the Pauline 
"seal of the Spirit .... 51 But it is, nevertheless, 'a singularly 
appropriate symbol, in our modem situation. of the incorpora
tion of those baptized in infancy into the Kowwvla. of conscious 
and active . church life. . . . For in this way they are "brought 
within the sphere of (the Church's) apostolic mission ... "'52 

But if baptismal . anointing (whether accompanied by the 
actual laying on of hands, as in Roman, Lutheran and Anglican 
rites of initiation, and as once widely practised in connection 
with the Baptists• rite,58 or not so accompanied) is to be re
garded as initiation into Christ's ministry, prophetic, priestly 
and kingly, what is intended and achieved by a further laying 
on of hands in the abhishekam of ordination ? The familiar 
Protestant answer is that this abhishekam sets a man aside to 
a special ministry of the Word and Sacraments. This is not 
very different from the typical Catholic answer that ordination 

'"Confirmation or the Laying on of Hands, p. 18. Thornton of 
course holds that in the rite of initiation the Holy Spirit is given only 
throu~h this ceremony. · 

• G. H. Lampe, op. cit., pp. 7Q-81. 
•• Ibid., p. 76. 
01 Ibid., p. 80, but cf. p. 322. 
•• Ibid., pp. 80 f. 
•• Cf. Beasley-Murray, op. cit., p. 125. 
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is to the priesthood. But, on the one hand, is there anything 
expected. of this ~try c1 .Word and Sacr~ent that is not 
already mcluded m the . nurustry of the Anomted ? And, on 
the other hand, does not the ministry of the Word and Sacra
ment in its fullest sense, not confining this ministry to the 
particular ·expression of it seen in our present church systems, 
include the total ministry of Prophet, Priest and King? · 

The more recent understanding of the ministry seems to 
suggest that baptismal ordination is to a ministry in the world, 
whereas 'ministerial' ordination is to a ministry in the Church. 
But it is doubtful if a ministry out of the world can prepare a 
ministry for the. world. Anthony Hanson has made a most con
vincing study of the Biblical, especially the Pauline, doctrine 
of the apostolic ministry and concludes that the '~m of Paufs 
apostleship is that his converts should be apostles . . . The 
ordained ministry, carrying out the Messiah's ministry, passes 
that ministry on to the Church which it founds '.54 This emphasis 
on the apostolic remnant acting as a 'pioneer' body, leading the' 
Church into its apostolic task (Cf. 155-58), is a somewhat different 
and more realistic understanding of the ministry in its relation to 
the world than that mentioned above. But the ordained minis
ter is not only a pioneer, in the sense of going on ahead and 
leading others into their ministry in the world. In his ordina
tion the ordination of all the anointed is writ large, focused, 
made explicit. Entering the ministry of the Servant-Messiah 
he is a ' man-for-others ' par exceUence. This aspect of his 
ministry will be seen particularly in his life ' for the sake of ' 
the whole body which shares in the Messianic anointing. But 
there seems to be a certain unresolved tension here between 
ministry in the Church and in the world. If we are to be faith
ful to that Servant-anointing which we have received, the least 
that we can say is that all ministry in the Church is for the 
sake of, or with a view to, making more effective the Messianic 
rninjstry in the world. 

•• A. T. Hanson, The Pioneer Ministry, p. 63. 
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